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About This Content

High-speed Chinese rail services were first introduced in 2007 and operated with existing CRH (China Railways) rolling stock
running on existing lines which had been upgraded for speeds of up to 250 km/h (160 mph) and on newer dedicated high-speed

track rated up to 350 km/h (220 mph).

The CRH380D is the newest generation of Chinese high speed train, capable of running at 380km/h and one of the fastest
production trains in the world. In service with China Railways these trains have been designated as CRH380D (8-car set) &

CRH380DL (16-car set) using the new numbering system.

In September 2009, Bombardier announced an order for eighty Zefiro 380 high-speed trains by the Chinese Ministry of
Railways (MOR) to be produced at Bombardier's joint venture Sifang (Qingdao) Transportation Ltd.

The CRH380D uses state-of-the-art flat-screen glass panels to display train information as well as the route speed and signal
data from suitably equipped routes. It can be driven manually or by using the on-board computers which mean you need to do

little more than adjust the cruise control to comply with the speed limits between your departure and destination stations.

The CRH380D has been developed for and interacts with the speed and signalling system included in the Chengdu – Suining
High Speed Route, also available on Steam.

The CRH380D developed by Just Trains is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the CRH380D on any
Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically

for the Chengdu - Suining High Speed route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).
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Scenarios

Four scenarios are included for the Chengdu – Suining High Speed Route:

Dawn Service

Evening Rescue

Morning Service

Night Express

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Highly detailed models

Authentic custom sounds

Detailed passenger view

Detailed state-of-the-art driver's cab

Adjustable Cruise Control

Flat screen in-cab displays that show next signal aspect, distance to next signal, next speed limit and distance to it on
suitably equipped routes, along with information about acceleration and deceleration forces to allow greater customer
comfort, cruise control speed set, brake pressures, door status, pantograph operation and much more

Operational speed monitor

Audible alerts for driver vigilance, overspeed and more

Realistic and definable train service number display on the exterior of the cars set from the drivers cab

Red flashing tail light as per the real train

Light lens flare effects

Rain effects on windscreen and carriage windows

Quick Drive enabled
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Title: Train Simulator: CRH380D EMU Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Just Trains
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 6 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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Good HOG with average graphics and good storyline. im still tripping out that people gave this a positive.
you sit there watching a man that collects what people throw away. he repairs it. then turns into santa and returns all the presents
back during christmas. most worthless vr so called game ive come across............................................................. I played this in
high school..... not as good as I remember, it was good at the time but buy something else.. At last i am 18 again DM was a life
and this is going to be the same miss the scretchers/skellies/giant rats but what the heck it's as good as i can hope from this
century....ooooh big rats ...i'm in heaven, well a dungeon ....spike traps damn. Forget skyrim i'm kicking walls and pulling chains
for the next few weeks

signed

An old Fart. Crashes on exiting every time, have to hard boot to fix.
For a few bucks it's ok gameplay.. GAME WERST EVER REMOVE IT FROM STEAM. This game is sadly littered with bugs.
Whilst the concept is factastic, the overall gameplay and execution is really poor.
The developers don't seem to be adding to the game in the near future and there are no bug fixes.. It was an okay game. Very
quick and fairly simple. Especially for an old hand at hidden object games.
The graphics were pleasant if as simplistic as the game itself. The minigames weren't too bad. A bit easy but again, this isn't
really a game for somebody needing a challenge.
I would recommend this game for when you wanted something mindless, pleasant and quiet... Like when you just needed not to
think or had a head ache.
All in all, in less than the two and half hour achievement, I finished this just short of the last two achievements. It was a pleasant
couple of hours spent... Not thrilling but definitely pleasant.. great game!. very good game plz play bc these people need money
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THIS! IS! SPA---er, I mean, OLYMPUS!

Nice job, Alawar, The God\/Goddess of Casual Games of Gamer's Childhoods.. Very fun take on mini golf!. This game is slow
going, the units don't do what they are suppose to do in battles, I call this game an epic failure... DO NOT PLAY OR
PURCHASE THIS GAME. simple and adventurest great game for half a buck. This game is fun! I love everything in this game:
Light/Shadow Bears, maps, Shadows... Pretty enjoyable. ^_^
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